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ABSTRACT: Self-assembly of Au nanoparticles (NPs)
coated with positively charged cetyltrimethylammonium
ions (CTA+) and negatively charged citrate ions in
aqueous liquid cell was investigated by in situ transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). Under electron illumination
in TEM, the hydrated electrons will reduce the overall
positive charges of the CTA+ covered Au NPs and
decrease the repulsive electrostatic forces among NPs,
leading to assembly of individual NPs into one-dimen-
sional structures. On the contrary, the negatively charged
Au NPs coated with citrate ions are steady in liquid cell
regardless of electron beam intensity.

Self-assembly of small objects such as atoms, molecules and
NPs into mesoscopic structures is a frequently used

building approach in material science, biology and chemistry.1

The self-assembly of NPs attracts great attention for its
potential application in the fabrication of hybrid systems with
collective properties from different types of materials.2 There
were great efforts devoted to understand the mechanism that
governs the self-assembly both from experimental3 and
theoretical4 approaches. It is now understood that different
types of interactions can drive the self-assembly process at
nanoscale.5 This led to formation of variety of self-assembled
superstructures with different packing arrangements of
individual NPs.5 Kinetically, the NP assembly process has
been monitored by in situ optical spectroscopy and small-angle
X-ray scattering (SAXS) techniques.6 However, optical
microscopy has very limited spatial resolution and is unable
to resolve individual NPs6a and SAXS records data in the
reciprocal space and needs complex analysis to obtain real space
structural information.6c Recently, the development of TEM
liquid cells provides a direct imaging platform to visualize the
nanoscale objects growth and assembly.7 The growth of Pt NPs
and Pt3Fe nanorods

7d,8 and oriented attachment of ferrihydrite
nanocrystals9 were imaged recently with in situ liquid TEM. In
this paper, we report the high energy electron beam (e-beam)
induced self-assembly of Au NPs coated with positive charged
CTA+ and negative charged citrate ions (CI−) in solution.
Because of the difference of surface charge, the Au NPs behave
differently as they are illuminated with e-beam. Self-assembly of
positively charged Au NPs into 1D chains is observed when the
e-beam intensity exceeds a threshold of 5pA/cm2, while
negatively charged particles do not move regardless of the e-
beam intensity.
Typical time sequential images of CTA+ covered Au (CTA-

Au) NPs exposed to the e-beam are shown in Figure 1 (see
Movie S1 for details). At the beginning of illumination by e-

beam, most of the NPs are well separated in the cell because of
the electrostatic repulsion between positively charged CTA-Au
NPs (Figure 1a). Once the e-beam intensity exceeds the
threshold value (i.e., 5 pA/cm2), CTA-Au NPs begin to detach
from the cell window and move in liquid phase freely. The
motion eventually leads to particles aggregating into dimers or
trimers (Figure 1b,c), and ultimately form 1D structures
(Figure 1c−f). The attachment between the short self-
assembled chains and that between individual particles and
short chains take place simultaneously and the process proceeds
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Figure 1. The time sequential images from Movie S1. (a) At the
beginning, NPs are well separated; (b) after 150 s illumination by e-
beam with intensity of 10pA/cm2, the dimers, trimers formed; (c and
d) the short chains formed by existing dimer, trimer attachment and
individual NPs attachment. The scale bar is 500 nm.
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until all individual particles are exhausted (Movie S1 and Figure
1f). On the other hand, negative charged citrate coated Au
(CI−-Au) NPs of similar sizes show no signs of detachment
from the cell wall regardless of e-beam intensity.
The forces among NPs such as van der Waals, electrostatic

forces, magnetic forces, molecular surface forces and entropy in
the system have been argued as the important factors to control
the self-assembly.5,10 The dipolar interaction is recognized as
the dominant control factor in the formation of 1D self-
assembly of CdTe NPs11 and Pt3Fe nanorods growth

8 because
of its anisotropy, high strength, and long-range effect.12 In our
work, the as-prepared CTA-Au NPs are positively charged and
repel each other, so what is the transformation created by e-
beam that surpasses their repulsion and promotes their
aggregation? Since the experiments are performed in the
TEM, we first need to consider the global effects of e-beam
including momentum transfer, thermal effect, and charging
effects. It has been shown that momentum transfer from e-
beam to NPs is negligible.7d The thermal effect arising from the
e-beam heating is minor resulting in only a couple degrees
change in temperature.7d,13 The weak heating effect can be
further confirmed by the fact that negatively charged CI−-Au
NPs do not move under e-beam, suggesting that thermal effect
is not essential in promoting particle motion and self-assembly.
These comparisons indicate that the surface charges of NPs
may play an important role in the NPs’ assembly.
The e-beam used in this work has energy of 200 keV, which

is sufficient to promote ionization of the matrix through the
electrons pass. It has been reported that there is a positive
surface potential developed by the e-beam exposure of
insulating TEM foils and the higher beam intensity will
generate the larger positive potential.13,14 This is explained by
the balance of the input and output charges on e-beam exposed
area (see Supporting Information (SI) for details). This positive
electrostatic potential on the cell membranes will repel
positively charged CTA-Au NPs initially attached to the cell
window, causing their migration into the liquid. On the other
hand, CI‑-Au NPs stick to cell window. There are reactive
hydrated electrons formed by the interaction of 200 keV e-
beam with water.7d,15 Recent work shows such hydrated
electrons are capable of reducing platinum ions to grow Pt
NPs.7d In our case, hydrated electrons are reacting with Au
NPs16 diminishing the overall positive charge of CTA-Au NPs.
As a result, the electrostatic repulsion among the CTA-Au NPs
is reduced and the NPs can encounter each other to form
dimers. Electrons injected into Au NP most likely thermalize
onto the trapping sites producing polaron-like states. Transient
polaron-like states were previously observed upon interaction
of Au NP with light.17 In our experiment, polaron like states
will persist as long as electron scavengers are absent.
Concomitantly, the dipole moment developed between polar-
onic states and charged polymer will promote ordering of NPs.
Once the dimers are formed, the stronger dipole will be
generated. Consequently, there will be a stronger anisotropic
energy that drives an extra particle to attach to the end of a
chain.12a The strong anisotropic dipolar interaction between
dimers, trimers will foster formation of longer chains. In
addition to the dipolar interaction mechanism, once the dimer
is formed, they effectively behave like rods. van der Waals
attractive interaction between a sphere and a rod could also
favor 1D attachment.18 It should be noted that electrostatic
self-assembly approach developed by Grzybowski et al.19 was
employed for the growth of binary NP crystals or variety of NP

supercrystals. Similar effects were also obtained by controlled
change of the ionic strength of colloidal solution confirming
that neutralization of charge of NPs results in the assembling of
NPs (as shown in Figures S3 and S4). However, the
neutralization in both of these cases involves only surfactant
molecules and the self-assembled objects do not grow
anisotropically, but equally in all directions.
One advantage of in situ measurement is the ability to track

the motion of individual NPs. Figure 2a shows the trajectories

of eight different NPs during the e-beam induced assembly
from a boxed rectangular region in Figure 1. The two-
dimensional center-of-particle position P(ri) = [xi, yi] in each
frame is obtained with an accuracy of 0.5 nm and a time step of
0.4 s. To investigate the movement of individual particles, the
histograms of displacement of 30 and 50 nm-NPs at a time step
of 0.4 s are plotted in Figure 2b and c, respectively (data
extracted from trajectories 7 and 8 in Figure 2a). It can be seen
that both the small and large steps coexist in single NP’s
motion (see detail in Movie S2). On average, the small particle
displacements are larger than the big ones and the displacement
distribution is qualitatively more scattered than that of large
ones. We find usually there are bigger displacements just prior
to the attachment (Movie S2). This suggests that the
movement of the NPs accelerates in the vicinity of other
NPs, confirming the existence of an attractive field that assists
the NPs to overcome the energy barrier that blocks the
attachment between NPs.
We also found the beam intensity has critical effect on self-

assembly. The results show that the movement of CTA-Au NPs
depends on e-beam intensity. CTA-Au NPs do not move at low
beam intensity (<5pA/cm2) and they are more agile under the
beam of stronger intensity (see detail in Movie S3). When a
mixture of NPs with different sizes of 20 and 45 nm (Figure S5)
is exposed to e-beam, smaller sized NPs self-assembled first. In

Figure 2. Analysis of Au NPs motion. (a) Trajectories of 8 NPs
showing in inset (scale bar 200 nm) participate the assembly. (b and c)
Histograms showing the distribution of displacement at each time step
of 0.4 s of the 30 and 50 nm Au NP over time span of 400 s,
respectively.
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addition, we find that NPs of the certain size only self-
assembled with particles of similar size into separate chains, as
indicated by arrows in Figure 3. The fact that small NPs move

faster and have larger moving step size compared to the big
ones enables them to encounter other small NPs more
frequently. A slight difference of contrast in bright field images
indicates different sizes of particles might reside at different
depths in liquid cell. The reason for NPs’ segregation lies in the
surface potential of the liquid cell windows and different charge
condition between the small and big particles. As mentioned
earlier, the higher beam intensity will generate the larger
positive potential in Si3N4 foil.

13,14 We can expect qualitatively
that under the beam intensity >5pA/cm2, the significant
positive potential will be developed. This large positive
potential will result in the repelling force between positively
charged CTA-Au NPs and positive Si3N4 membranes. The e-
beam effects more significantly on the top Si3N4 window than
the bottom one as the amount of electrons that reach the
bottom window becomes attenuated by the first window and
the NP solution. As a result, a voltage gradient develops and
NPs start moving according to their mass and their surface
charge. Consequently, small and large particles segregate at a
different depth of a liquid cell fostering self-assembly of alike
molecules. Alternatively, the size selected self-assembly might
also be caused by the size dependence of the dispersional
attractions which are strong enough to dominate over entropic
effects.17

To understand which of these mechanisms is responsible for
segregation of NPs, we disassembled the liquid cell which was
used to record Movie S3. Then, both Si3N4 membranes were
loaded back to TEM, and bright field images of the same areas
as those used during in situ experiment were obtained (Figure 4
and Figure S5). We found that aggregates of small size Au NPs
are placed only on top Si3N4 membrane and aggregates of large
NPs are found on bottom Si3N4 membrane only (Figure S5).
This indeed confirmed that during the in situ experiment, NPs
with different sizes are separated at different heights of a liquid
cell and do not have the opportunity to meet with each other.
Therefore, segregation of NP observed in NPs is not a
consequence of size selected self-assembly but due to the
electrophoretic separation of NPs in the electric field. These

findings suggest a new approach for creating size selected self-
assembly.
Careful investigation of ex situ images also shows that there is

a perfect low contrast layer of CTA+ on the surface of the
trimer assembled from ∼45 nm NPs (Figure 4a). On the other
hand, there is no such clear layer on the surface of the sintered
object assembled by ∼20 nm NPs, as shown in Figure 4b. From
the HREM images of Figure 4c,d, which correspond to the
profiles 1 and 2 in Figure 4b, respectively, we can see the clear
sintering of the two particles. In contrast, there is no such
interdiffusion between the 45 nm NPs as shown in Figure 4a.
We believe that because of the smaller surface energy and the
smaller surface curvature of the large particles, there would be a
more ordered and denser, and therefore more stable, CTA+

layer on big NPs than that of the small ones.20 Moreover, the
hydrated electrons will reduce the overall positive charge of
small CTA-Au particles faster than the big CTA-Au NPs
because smaller NPs have lower number of CTA+ per Au
particle. In addition, the small particles have larger diffusion
coefficient than the big ones in solution and have larger
probability of reacting with hydrated electrons and another
NP.21 This is evident from the fact that the small particles form
dimer first in the early stage of assembly, as shown in Movie S3.
The stable CTA+ layers on large NPs will block Au atoms
interdiffusion and leave the gap as shown in Figure 4a. In
comparison, CTA+ can be easily rearranged at the surface of
small NPs permitting close encounter of small NPs and
interdiffusion of Au atoms. It should be noted that the
concentration of NPs with different size might also affect the
encounter probabilities of NPs. But the concentration of ∼20
and ∼45 nm-NPs is almost same in our view area of Movie S3.
In conclusion, 1D chain forming by CTA-Au NPs was

observed by in situ liquid TEM technique. The hydrated

Figure 3. The snapshot of the end of Movie S3 showing the self-
assembly of CTA-Au NPs with similar size.

Figure 4. TEM micrograph of dried liquid cell used to record Movie
S3. (a) Trimer formed with ∼45 nm particles; (b) object formed by
∼20 nm particles; (c and d) HREM images of profiles 1 and 2 in (b).
Scale bar in b−d is 10 nm.
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electrons formed as radiolysis of water decreased the overall
positive charge of CTA-Au NPs. The anisotropic attractive
interactions, including dipole−dipole interaction and van der
Waals interaction, overcome the repulsion among the NPs and
induce the assembly of NPs in a 1D chain. We also found
evidence of spatial segregation of different sizes of NPs as a
result of electric field gradient within the cell. These
observations, on one hand, clearly elucidated the complex
mechanism of charged NP self-assembly process, but on the
other, paint a cautionary picture on using TEM in situ cell to
imitate self-assembly processes in a real solution environment.
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